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About the Release

These Release Notes contain information about new features, enhancements, and reported issues resolved in this release of the Registration and Title System Point of Sale (RTS POS).

For more information about the RTS POS, refer to the Online Help and to the original Release Notes on the RTS Refactoring Resources page of the TAC Hub (www.txdmv.gov/tax-assessor-collectors).

RTS POS Overview

The refactored RTS POS is a web-based application designed to process vehicle registrations, titles, and temporary permits for Texas motorists through a series of web pages. The RTS POS system provides functions for cash accounting, funds allocations, and a full audit trail along with inventory control for license plates, windshield/plate stickers, and temporary permits.

The RTS POS application displays when you log in to the RTS workstation.

To display reference information about using the RTS POS, click in the upper right corner of the web browser to minimize the application and click the RTS Refactoring Help icon on your desktop.
The RTS Refactoring Resources page (on the TAC Hub) displays FAQ documents composed of questions submitted by the county tax offices, as well as materials presented during RTS POS webinars (including the training guides, slide decks for presentations, and other recorded webinar sessions). The original Release Notes are also available on this page.

Click the Job Aids tab to locate important quick references to help you log in and work with the RTS POS.

When logged in to the RTS POS, you can get specific application-level help by clicking Help on the page you are viewing or the entire user assistance web site by selecting Help > User Guide on the main page action bar.

**NOTE:** It is important to visit this Resources page frequently for updates and new materials.

## 1 Legislative Change in RTS POS 9.7.0

| 20448 | **Previous:** In RTS Core, assembled vehicles were not identified or tracked beyond the vehicle make.  

**Change:** A **Newly Assembled** checkbox is now available in RTS Core and the “NOT FOR DEALER RESALE” remark is available to be added or removed from the vehicle record. When added, the remark will reflect on the vehicle record.  

**NOTE:** The **Newly Assembled** checkbox is disabled for Registration Purposes Only, Off-Highway Use, and Non-Titled vehicles. |
1.1 RTS Core Modify Record Screen

![Modify Record Screen](M446654)

**RTS Core**

**REGISTRATION AND TITLE SYSTEM**

**M446654**

**DEID:** DEV

**MODIFY RECORD:** 1141004041122045

---INDICATORS---

- **STOLEN:**
- **EXPORTED:**
- **GOVT OWNED:**
- **DIESEL:**
- **CHILD SUPPORT:**
- **RECONSTRUCTED:**
- **FLOOD DAMAGE:**
- **TOLL VIOLATION:**
- **TITLE HOT CHECK:**
- **REGIS HOT CHECK:**
- **RECONDITION:**
- **SALVSTATECNR:**
- **OWNERSHIP:**
- **DEALER CLOSURE:**

---COMPLETE THE APPLICABLE---

- **TITLE SURRENDERED TO:**
- **LEGAL RESTRAINT:**
- **REGISTERED BY:**
- **SCOFPAIM COUNTY:**

---NOT FOR DLR RESALE---

**M446654**
1.2 RTS Core Browse Record Screen

![RTS Core Browse Record Screen](image-url)
1.3 The VTR-275 Record Printout

**VTR Inquiry by Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)**

Enter Vehicle Identification Number: 1G4K1B61AF103199

Submit Query  Print Page

Inquiry Menu  Regclass Codes  Opt-Out Table  Remarks Table

****

LIC TEXAN SEP/2017 OLD # TEXAN SEP/2018 ENT 6800 GWT 6500
PERSONALIZED PLT. STKR REG CLASS 35 & 113.80 GLASSOCK CNTY
TITLE 11410940414122045 ISSUED 11/09/2011 ODOMETER 579 REG DT 02/26/2020
VIN: 1G4K1B61AF103199 BODY VIN: COLOR: UNKNOWN
PREV OWN SUNITA FOX, ZESOTO, TX
OWNER SAVVILLE CUN, 1684 OAK DRIVE, TEMPLE,TX,79721
VEHL LOC 1684 OAK DRIVE, MISSOURI CITY,TX,77487
PLATE AGE: 7 LAST ACTIVITY 05/04/2020 RECEIVED OFC: 208 AC
REMARKS ACTUAL MILEAGE.SURVIVORSHIP RIGHTS.DATE OF ASSIGNMENT:2010/06/24.REF
UND PENDING.SPECIAL PEND DRAFT TYPE:DEALER [1234567890] 11/20/2018.FORM
ER MILITARY VEHICLE NOT FOR DEALER RESALE.
2 Enhancements in RTS POS 9.7.0

| 17523 | Previous: RTS and webPERMITS allowed 72-Hour Permits and 144-Hour Permits to be requested for motorcycles, mopeds, motor scooters, or off-highway vehicles.  
Change: 72-Hour Permits, and 144-Hour Permits are not available in RTS and webPERMITS for motorcycles, mopeds, motor scooter, or off-highway vehicles. |

2.1 Permit Error Message in RTS

If a 72-Hour or 144-Hour Permit request for a motorcycle, motor scooter, moped, or off-highway vehicle is submitted in RTS, a pop-up message displays the message, “This vehicle is not eligible for the permit type selected.”
| 22108 | Previous: When multiple Certified Copy of Original Titles (CCOs) were processed, individual receipts were printed by RTS for each CCO. |
| Change: RTS will now print a single cash receipt with multiple transactions. The non-barcoded customer CCO receipt will no longer be printed. |
| The Cash Register Receipt will print in the new format. |
| RTS will now limit the number of transactions per ‘Customer Set’ to 30. |

### 2.2 CCO Transaction Receipt

![CCO Transaction Receipt](image-url)
2.3 Cash Register Receipt for a Single CCO Transaction

![Cash Register Receipt for a Single CCO Transaction]

2.4 Cash Register Receipt for Multiple CCO Transactions

![Cash Register Receipt for Multiple CCO Transactions]